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Welcome to ‘In the Making’ exhibition number 7 from our home in Golden
Square. Technically Brilliant is still completely self funded so we would like to
thank you for visiting, telling your friends about us and writing such fantastic
reviews on Google and of course buying art from us.
Our evening classes are almost at capacity but there’s a few places for young
people on a Wednesday or Thursday Technically Brilliant Club.
The gallery continues to inspire the public, develop interesting exhibitions
and launch artists careers. We are extremely proud of the work on show
and can talk at length about most of it... apart from our own. The standard
keeps rising as do the number of entrants but it’s really important to keep
supporting local artists in their endeavours to produce new and interesting
work and coincidentally you’ll be supporting us too.
As always thanks to Golden Square for their continued support. One of
their staff helped with the selection this time so special thanks to them. We
rely on you telling your freinds about us and encouraging them to visit, so,
thanks to you for finding us, we hope you enjoy the exhibition.
Matt George & Jo Bramham-Smith
Directors

Alan Snape
Camels,unusual creatures but interesting in shape , with
large feet long legs and good water storage to stop
them getting the hump. The letter “N” is a stand alone
piece evoking seaside memories of Southwold .

Alex Hickman
Alex Hickman is a self taught artist, specialised in
capturing the essence of the natural world.
Striving to create a traditional feel within his
contemporary works, he holds a firm belief in being true
to the subject, whilst trying to find a feeling within the
piece in order to help the viewer relate to the subject.

Ali Buchanan

Alice Corby
My work focuses on body positivity for all gender
and celebrating the naked form through pottery and
watercolours.

Alina Buzea
Being unable to travel in the last months pushed me to
get closer to the places around me and get lost in their
colors and details.

Alison Dunk
With each piece I create I imagine where it might live
and how it will be used or worn. From pottery classes in
school in Wigan, local night classes and then studying
in Stoke and St Martins, my love of clay continues. The
pieces here are formed in delicate pure white porcelain
using real gold finishes and are unique and individual.

Amanda McIntyre
My favourite time is when I’m sat drawing, usually
listening to the birds and things going on around me..
I find it so relaxing and calming, hours can just fly by. I
don’t know what I’d do without my drawings.

Amanda Ryan
It’s all about reminiscence really...the music, the style
and the attitude of an era I’ve lived through. They are
what I call my ‘feelgood portraits’. I’m influenced by
artists like Syd Brak, Patrick Bagel and Malcolm Liepke
who remind us that some decades are filled with neon
glamour and quiet introspection. Working in acrylic
paint using a range of layering and open brushwork
techniques is my preference.

Andy Neal
Painting = yum

Ann Marie Mugatroyd
There is a moment in late Summer when there is a subtle
shift in the light and atmosphere making you want to
quickly chase the elusive sun before the long nights and
grey days of Winter.

Ann Marie Richards
Ann-Marie is a self taught artist and keen photographer,
living and working in Altrincham, Cheshire.
Her passion is mainly landscapes usually involving water
and sunsets, many are from her time spent in the Lake
District.

Ant Mills
My work style is mixed media and I mainly use painted
steel outline on vinyl , they come safely packaged with
bubble wrap and box , each piece takes a week to make.

Carole Richardson
Carole ... “a random painter”
From tiny watercolours, oil portraits, acrylic landscapes
and multi media abstracts of large dimensions, every
piece is a journey of experimentation and discovery. The
marks made developing into a vision.
Pieces are created at home in Cheshire and Mallorca,
have found homes locally, in America, Canada, Sweden,
Spain and Germany.

Caroline Benzies
As an art photographer, I am always looking to challenge
the viewer and I love to present the familiar in an
unfamiliar way.
This image captures the stillness and silence of the
woodland. Additional colours and textures have been
combined, resulting in an image that enhances the
mystery of the trees.

Catherine Avara
Catherine Avara graduated with a Higher National
Diploma in 3D design. Has contributed to many
exhibitions. Had an installation at The Albert dock and
has recently completed a two month solo exhibition ‘
Dynasty’ at The World of glass, St Helens.

Chris Hughes
As a potter, building everything by hand, the essential
aspect is all ‘In The Making’, no decoration can disguise
poor making but carving and glazing will enhance good
making. My greatest sense of enjoyment is the making,
the construction and building of the pots, allowing them
to grow as the slabs dictate as all the shapes are cut out
freehand.

Chris Rose
My connection and obsession with toys has been a
constant throughout my life. I’ve collected toys on and
off since I was six years old and I always loved imagining
the ‘backstories’ of characters, making up my own tales
for them. I hope that my photos covey these ideas, be
it by re-living or reconnecting with these childhood
memories, or even just be bringing a smile to your face.

Chris Stables
I love the process of making art. I start without having
an idea of the outcome but with an intention. In these
pieces it was to play with intense blues and blue-greens
and of course what shows them off beautifully is their
complementary colour. In the making, my work often
migrates towards being about vessels, as is the case here.

Christine Conreen
Inspiration for my paintings comes from subjects that
have a story to tell.
I am mostly a self-taught artist. My favourite medium
is acrylics because I can use brushes or palette knives to
get the texture I love.

Christopher Shaw
My name is Christopher Shaw and I am a painter working
out of warrington. My practice revolves around our
relationship with the World and how I perceive it. I am
influenced by the human condition nature and my own
personal experience.

Claire Malley
My artistic practice is based on exploring unconventional
ways of working with mixed media and textiles. My
work reflects my passion for the natural world and the
landscape around us, both rural and urban. I am also
interested in conveying a social and cultural narrative,
finding my own voice and sharing the voices of others.

Dana Constable
A full time carer to my husband I find that Images inspire
my art. It’s my outlet.

David Atkinson
A master woodturner who travels the land delivering
demonstrations in how to achieve some of the effects
displayed in my work.

David Percival
Dave is a Warrington artist and works in pastels and
watercolours. As well as producing atmospheric
figurative works, he enjoys portraying the natural world
and capturing an animal’s character. His painting of a
hornbill has recently been selected as a finalist in an
international competition for “Sketch for Survival” and
will be exhibited in Gallery@oxo, London.

David Richardson
Self taught artist who’s subject matter focuses on
portraiture, both human and in nature. I use traditional
simple materials, pencils and charcoal on paper to
capture life through expression. The extraordinary variety
of the subject and the vast array of tones the medium
offers provide a level of emotion in each piece.

Dean Whitam
I’m a self taught artist based in Warrington. After being
made redundant from my dream job and the isolation
of lockdown I had found the need to revisit and express
my feelings in art. Acrylic painting with palette knives,
brushes and a passion for colour in the modern home
evoked much needed enjoyment, exploration and
mindfulness.

Dorothy Bramham
Dorothy has been painting and creating most of her life.
She uses many mediums and styles as seen in the work
she has in the exhibition. She particularly loves vibrant
colours and this is often reflected in her work. Her work
is influenced by the places she visits and sees, and is ever
varied and changing.

Ella Liddiard
I’m a digital artist who is self taught and based in
Warrington that enjoys to draw in their free time getting
my inspiration from anime and horror.

Emily Moore
I’m Foxhat a digital artist based in Warrington. Inspired
by manga/anime, I love drawing cute fluffy things and
adventure comics, though the stories aren’t quite as
cute as the art. Generally I want to take people on an
adventure with my work and make them smile, even if it’s
just for a moment.

Gary Leathem
I am primarily a registered general nurse, but have a
great interest in art. My main interest is oil painting,
especially the old masters style pieces and renaissance
period artworks.

Gaynor Green
My artwork at the moment is inspired by figures, boats
and humour. I work mainly with acrylic paint. I also like
to explore other media such as, inks, coloured pencils
and oil paint. Colour and detail inspire me and the artists
Matisse and Picasso.

Hannah Brown
I am a Fine Artist exploring our natural world through
mixed media canvases. My works are statements
about how our planet is always changing. As I become
increasingly driven by climate change, I am moving
towards more expressive paintings that often reflect my
rage about the current climate crisis. I want you to get
angry too.

Hayley Jeffers
I enjoy an exploratory approach to making art.
Sometimes my work is led by play, curiosity, intuition and
allowing the materials to do what they want. At other
times I have an emotion or feeling I want to convey and
seek how to best represent this in a 2D form. I enjoy
working in mixed media, using layering to create depth
and detail.

Helen Naylor
With a professional background in children’s publishing,
Artist/Illustrator Helen Naylor sees Pocket Wren as her
chance to produce something a little more grown up...
although not too much!

Ian Dawber
My work tend to work in a loose brushwork style
allowing each stroke to emulate detail and form. On
some works I wet the acrylic paint before it dies and then
rub off the over painting layers so that the underpainting
shows through giving an ethereal effect to the finished
piece.

Jacqui Bassett
My name is Jacqui Bassett and I am an oil and cold wax
painter based in the English Lake District. Inspired by this
beautiful and diverse environment, my work at its core
explores the emotionality of the land, seas, and skies of
our British Isles.

Jane Fraser
My paintings are always based on observation and
interpretation of my surroundings. In this exhibition,
they reflect glimpses of autumn and winter landscapes
- moments when colour and light come together to
imprint an unforgettable image on the mind. A city
street, a winter walk, a glance from a train window, can
all inspire my desire to capture the moment in paint.

Janet Howkins
Janet Howkins is a mixed media memorial artist based
at Creative Spin Studios, Leigh Spinners Mill. Janet work
is influenced by nature and memories. She also runs a
memorial business, Step in the Picture creating nature
inspired memorials, preserving botanicals and flowers to
encapsulate special memories in every piece. Her work
includes preseving weddings memories and cremation
memorials too.

Jessica Lee
I am a recent graduate from the Manchester School of
Art. During my studies I discovered a passion for design
which led me to create and build ‘Amberyii Studio’ (a
combination of my British and Chinese middle names
‘Amber’ and ‘Bao-yi’). I love to celebrate my mixed
heritage throughout my designs and create joyful
products for the home.

Jo Bramham Smith
I paint in an abstract style, expressing my feelings about
places and things Ive seen, using colour and marks. I
hope that anyone seeing my paintings will see their own
ideas and thoughts within them.

Jo Degenhart
From the tiny details on a leaf to the wide-open spaces
of the sea, I enjoy experimenting with mark making.
Near and far, the views inspire me to build layers into my
work which reflect the hidden depths of the wilderness,
revealing the details we only see when we spend time
outdoors.

Joanne Couthard
I’m a artist who has a studio a a4 studios in Altrincham.
I love colour in my paintings

John Dempsey
My paintings derive from my en plein air sketches
of urban areas, landscape or seascapes, then are
developed using oil,watercolour,acrylic,pastels,inks - or a
combination in a mixed media approach.I see art as my
language of communication with the viewer.

John Mulraney
My Art work is always inspired by stories and questions
concerned with life and life experiences. I paint as my
mind takes me and see where I go from day to day.

Josie Trotter
Studied Art at A-level and attained an A*. Particularly
interested in using oils as a medium. Currently studying
Psychology at University. I enjoy doing painting in my
free time, especially Portraits with the addition of water
and experimental lighting to create a visually pleasing
piece.

Judith Booth
A retired GP finding a new lease of life as an artist.
Classically trained at Realist Academy Walton Hall. She
specializes in commissioned portraiture but finds joy in
other subjects. Her work is mainly in oils with a realist
style and timeless manner.

Julie Rose
I am a local artist working in watercolour, ink and mixed
media. My art is inspired by the beauty of nature over
the seasons. The ever changing flowers in my garden are
a constant influence in my work.

June Hamilton Hall
It’s exciting to be invited to exhibit again at Technically
Brilliant.
I am at my happiest with a paintbrush in my hand.
I work in a variety of mediums, whether painting
landscapes, cityscapes, seascapes, flowers and even rusty
old locks.
I hope you get the same joy from my work.

Justin P Smith
I am interested in natural and figurative shapes which
I play with by abstracting their original forms. I enjoy
working with paints and pencil drawings.

Kathleen McAvoy
I’m interested in the way light travels through glass, the
colours generated and the memories evoked.

Katie Patel
Painting predominantly in acrylics, using brushes,
palette knives and acrylic pens, I often use vivid colours
to express emotion. I like to make strong, bold marks
and lines along with subtle, intricate detail to create
an energetic contrast. I’m increasingly exploring the
interrelated themes of vulnerablity and strength in my
work.

Keith Walsh
I create art in a range of mediums including charcoal,
paints and printing. I enjoy using materials that I am
not quite in control of. I feel this helps create a sense of
spontaneity and movement in the work. Ultimately the
art I produce is the result of informed play.

Laura Gibbons
Laura works with oils on canvas and board to create
portraits of birds and animals with a mystical feel. Her
love of nature and interest in mythology infuses her art
and invites you to join her and take a glance into the
ethereal beauty of the natural world.

Lea Williams

Lisa Watson
Lots of us have rediscovered our Green and Colourful
Country in the last 18+ months and I wished to evoke
just some of the landscapes I have enjoyed and
particularly appreciated during this time. Harris Tweed
has all the delicious colours found in these isles so is an
ideal medium for me to use in my stitched patchwork
landscapes.

Lorraine Newton
I love to put texture into my paintings, whether it
be landscape, buildings, or whatever comes into my
imagination at the time…

Louise Rodgers
`I create one of a kind bears, entirely by hand, from
patterns of my own design.
Each bear takes over 30 hours of meticulous
construction, using traditional methods and high quality
materials. They are created with adult collectors in mind
and are unsuitable for children (they contain small glass
and metal parts).

Louise Todd
My work is abstract in style and I am frequently drawn to
paint florals.

Mary Atherton
I am primarily a landscape painter. However my work
is constantly evolving often leading me towards semi
abstraction. I am curious and excited about where
my painting journey is leading me so I push myself to
experiment with different ideas and explore new ways of
working.

Matt George
After the excitement of being shortlisted by the Royal
Academy of Art but not selected. I return to the routine
of making art with the question ‘who is it for?’ I used
to paint when I couldn’t express myself in any other
way, often a fairly negative place. These days are less
tempestuous, although there’s plenty to be concerned
about.

Melanie Heaps
I’m a busy home educating, business owning, art making
Mum who spends any given moment rolling paper,
creating new additions for my menagerie of Leggy Birds
and friends

Michael Grice
Retired Architect , originally from Doncaster. Worked
mainly in the North West and still based in Altrincham.
Now on a self inflicted quest to document some of
Warrington’s best historic buildings and sometimes seen
hanging about on Palmyra Square.
Also conducting Art Exploration at Technically Brilliant,
recent work also influenced by some recent Science
Fiction reading

Patricia Lee
Working with glass allows you to create pieces that
have depth, dimension and flow. In heating the glass it
becomes liquid. The glass is carefully cooled to eliminate
stress. It’s were art meets science. A unique way to
create.

Paul Bedford
My main interest is in landscapes and how nature
interacts with human activity. I use a lot of texture in
my paintings and I work in both acrylic and watercolour
mediums. I have always done sketching, ceramics, model
making and drawing, but only took up painting in 2012
after I retired from full time employment

Pauline Wiltshire
Pauline wiltshire is a mixed media artist, who enjoys
using handmade papers, acrylics, oil pastels and charcoal
mainly, but any medium can be utilised. The images
chosen, offen come from her imagination and are the
result of extensive drawing practice, which she believes
is vital to her art. She paints instinctively, enjoying the
process and physicality of the mediums selected.

Porcelina
An artist from Neptune, who travels to find a home.
Painting and creating is my passion, and I have loved
sharing my work with others over the years.

Rachael Pickett
I am an amateur artist whose first love is watercolour.
However, I’ve enjoyed challenging myself and
discovering what I can achieve with other art forms,
which my entries are. My love of art is influenced by
my late dad. I like to think he’d be happy to see my art
exhibited.

Rachael Walker

Ri Howard
I’m a young artist exploring colour and light.

Roger Coasby
I have been active in producing art all my life, mainly
model making, ceramics, photography and drawing. I
only started painting seriously in 2012 after retirement.
Now I mainly work in acrylic and watercolour mediums
with my main interest in landscapes and the interaction
with human activities.

Silverwood

Simon Hardcastle
Still a novice in this medium, I like to try to adapt and
develop the traditional methods of working with stained
glass to make pieces of art and sculpture for the home.
I aim to create visual and emotional pieces, forever
changing in the ambient light but always uplifting.

Stan Brookfield
Born in Stockport Realism wildlife artist and the 2018
winner of the Heart of art award and also shortlisted for
the VAO for emerging artist 2021 paints acrylic on 3mm
thick museum board .

Stephen Lynn
Warrington artist now living in Manchester, combining
various techniques to produce mixed media pieces.
Artwork has been described as Pop-Art on steriods

Su Melville

Su, a qualified accountant, rekindled her love for art in
2006 and is now a full time artist.
Su loves teaching others through workshops, online
tutorials and selling art kits for those wanting to try
professional quality pastels.
Su has exhibited in the UK and USA, winning the
Association of Animal Artists domestic animal category in
their 2014 exhibition.

Sue Pritchard
I’ve always been interested in art from an early age
but over the last 2 years I have become interested in
crafts, creating small wooden houses/street scenes and
macrame textile work

Tim Grundy
recorded for the enjoyment, handmade, imperfection
guaranteed

Tony Green
Since graduating from Central Saint martins in 2010
I went on to work as an illustrator and designer for
the French Fashion house Sonia Rykiel in Paris. I see
my work as playful, spontaneous with a narrative
usually surrounding the figurative form. I have had
collaborations with Selfridges department stores and my
work has been seen in publications such as British Vogue
magazine and the world of interiors.

Tracey Hollis Rowe
Tracey is a northern contemporary landscape & wild
places artist. Tracey’s semi abstract, mixed media
compositions are based on memory - echoes of places
roamed, mountains hiked and nature explored, translated
into a painting the viewer can connect with. A view with
a sense of familiarity about it, a place they might have
been or somewhere that reminds them of home

Tracey Peacock
I paint as a hobby. I enjoy trying to make people see the
world as I see it. Light and colour energise me. I want to
pass it on.

Ursula Grice
Retired Civil Servant , originally from Kent , worked in
Manchester and Trafford , living in Timperley , Altrincham
. Producing lino cut prints , collages , painted paper
mache objects and cushions. A regular on Altrincham
market with a crafts stall at weekends. A lot of inspiration
from the natural world especially birds

Warren Green
I love vibrant colours in my artwork, and seeing the
magical interaction between them fascinates me as an
artist. I experiment with different areas of art, which can
include abstracts, fauvism, landscapes or fantasy. I mainly
use oil and acrylic paints on stretched canvas.

Zoltan Romvari
I’m a hungarian photoartist based in Warrington for the
last 15years. My photos have been exhibited in several
Europian cities but I’m happiest when I can show my
artwork in my home town Warrington. I mostly take
landscape and artistic photos. I often use black and withe
and oversaturated colors in my work.

It’s never too late to have the smile you
always wanted. Lymm Dental Practice has a
team of dedicated and conscientious staff,
who spend time learning and applying
the very latest technological advances to
provide patients with the highest level of
care. Due to our new scheduling system we
are able to offer new patient registrations.
Lymm dental offer the highest quality
range of cosmetic and dental treatments.
Smile makeovers provide you with all of
the options to have the smile you want,
tooth whitening to adult orthodontics,
dental implants, cosmetic remodelling and
veneers.
I’ve been a patient of Lymm Dental Practice for about 4 years. Previously, I’d avoided
the dentist for almost 15 years. I was anxious that I’d neglected treatment for so long
that I would be facing a world of pain and expense but everything was corrected
quickly and efficiently, without a huge cost. Now, I keep my regular check ups
with the friendly staff and everything is easily managed.
The service is fantastic and there are insurance policies to spread the cost.
Honestly, I don’t know why I left it so long, I’m really happy with all the treatment and
advice I’ve received.

Lymm Dental Practice Limited, Henry Street, Lymm, Cheshire, WA13 0LS
www.Lymm.Dental

01925 756690

Thanks to all the staff and
management of Golden Square
for their continued support

Please contact Jo@technicallybrilliant.art
or visit www.technicallybrilliant.art
@technicallybrilliant

